
5.2. GUIDE TO THE USE OF THE SCANNING TABLES

along the line Pþ zc, where the basis vector c is chosen as the
scanning vector d. If z ¼ 0; 12, the sectional layer group is p2=b11
(L16), if z ¼ 1

4 ;
3
4, the sectional layer group is pb21m (L29). The

same holds if we add an integer n to the coordinate z. All these
layer groups are maximal subgroups of the group Pbcm. The
sectional layer symmetry of any other plane is a layer group pb11
(L12). The symbol of a layer group for a section plane located at
Pþ zc is given with reference to the coordinate system
ðPþ zd; a; b; d ¼ cÞ. Notice that there are an infinite number of
section planes with z ¼ n and ðnþ 1

2Þ or z ¼ ðnþ 1
4Þ and ðnþ 3

4Þ
and an infinite number of corresponding sectional layer groups
which can be written as p2=b11 (nd) and p2=b11 [ðnþ 1

2Þd] (L16)
or pb21m [ðnþ 1

4Þd] and pb21m [ðnþ 3
4Þd] (L29) with reference to

the coordinate system ðP; a; b; d ¼ cÞ. All these groups are
maximal layer subgroups of the group Pbcm. There are also an
infinite number of section planes with other values of z which
change continuously between the previously given discrete values
of z; to all these section planes there corresponds one sectional
layer group, pb11 (L12), whose Hermann–Mauguin symbol does
not depend on z. This group is said to be floating in the direction c
and it is a halving subgroup of all previously given sectional layer
groups, see Section 5.2.2.6.

5.2.2.2. The scanning group and the scanning theorem

The main step in the solution of the scanning problem and in
its tabular presentation is the introduction of the scanning group
(Kopský, 1990), which is a central concept of scanning. This group
is an intermediate product in the process for scanning of the
sectional layer groups and for the penetration rod groups. We
shall introduce this group with reference to the scanning for
sectional layer groups. The scanning group is then a space group
which depends on the scanned space group G and on the orien-
tation Vða0; b0Þ. The prominent status of the scanning group is
seen from: (i) the scanning theorem, which facilitates determi-
nation of the sectional layer groups as well as penetration rod
groups in more complicated cases, and (ii) the convention for the
choice of vectors a0, b0 and d, see Section 5.2.2.3, which standar-
dizes the description of the scanning.

Definition of the scanning group: Let G be a space group with a
point group G and Vða0; b0Þ an orientation of planes, defined by
Miller indices ðhklÞ. Further let H be that subgroup of the point
group G of the space group G that contains all those elements of
G that leave the orientation Vða0; b0Þ invariant, so that
HVða0; b0Þ ¼ Vða0; b0Þ.

The space group

H ¼ HðG; ðhklÞÞ ¼ HðG;Vða0; b0ÞÞ; ð5:2:2:1Þ

which is an equitranslational subgroup of the space group G
corresponding to the point group H, is called the scanning group
for the space group G and for the orientation Vða0; b0Þ with Miller
indices ðhklÞ.

The importance of the scanning group for the scanning process
is due to the following theorem (Kopský, 1990):

The scanning theorem: The scanning of the space group G for the
sectional layer groups of section planes with an orientation
Vða0; b0Þ is identical with the scanning of the scanning group
HðG; ðhklÞÞ ¼ HðG;Vða0; b0ÞÞ for the sectional layer groups of
section planes with the same orientation Vða0; b0Þ.

The scanning groupH has, by definition, the same lattice TG as
the scanned group G. However, the scanning group frequently
belongs to a lower system than the group G, because its point
group H is a subgroup of the point group G, and its conventional
basis may be different from the conventional basis of G. In
addition, the scanning group is always a reducible space group

(Kopský, 1988, 1989a,b, 1990) because its point group H leaves
the subspace Vða0; b0Þ invariant.
Example: Consider the cubic space group P432 (O1) and section
planes of orientation defined by the Miller indices (001). The
scanning group for this orientation is the group P422 (D1

4) with
reference to a basis a0 ¼ a, b0 ¼ b, d ¼ c. Compare, in Part 6,
Table P432 (O1), the blocks headed Linear orbit and Sectional
layer group LðsdÞ for the original scanned group and for the
scanning group to see that they are identical. Moreover, we
receive the same results for orientations defined by the Miller
indices (100) and (010) where the scanning group is denoted by
the same Hermann–Mauguin symbol P422 with reference to
appropriate bases.

In addition, the diagram of the scanning group provides
immediate information about the penetration rod groups of
penetration straight lines with the direction c characterized by
the direction indices [001]. Indeed, the spatial distribution of
these rod groups is immediately seen from the diagram of the
scanning group P422 in the basis ða; b; cÞ. For directions corre-
sponding to the indices [100] and [010] we obtain the same results
with reference to respective bases ðb; c; aÞ and ðc; a; bÞ.

5.2.2.3. The conventional basis of the scanning group

In the Scanning tables of Part 6, we follow the usual crystal-
lographic practice to define the orientation of planes by their
Miller indices (Bravais–Miller indices in hexagonal cases). This
itself already guarantees that the orientations considered are
crystallographic. The choice of vectors a0, b0 and d is governed by
a convention in which we distinguish the cases of orthogonal and
inclined scanning.

Convention: Given the orientation of planes by Miller or
Bravais–Miller indices, we choose vectors a0, b0 and the vector d
of the scanning direction according to the following rules:

(i) Orthogonal scanning: If the scanning group H is of
orthorhombic or higher symmetry, or if it is monoclinic with the
direction of its unique axis orthogonal to the orientation of the
planes, we call the scanning orthogonal and the vectors a0, b0, d
are chosen in such a way that the triplet ða0; b0; dÞ constitutes a
conventional right-handed basis of the scanning group H.

(ii) Inclined scanning: If the scanning group is either triclinic or
monoclinic with its unique axis parallel to the section planes, we
call the scanning inclined. In this case we choose vectors a0, b0 in
such a way that they constitute a conventional basis of the vector
lattice Tða0; b0Þ, common to all sectional layer groups, while the
scanning vector d is chosen as the shortest complementary vector.

Note that, in cases of orthogonal scanning, the first two vectors
a0, b0 of the conventional basis of the scanning group H auto-
matically constitute a conventional basis of the lattice Tða0; b0Þ
and d is orthogonal to the orientation Vða0; b0Þ. In cases of
inclined scanning it is always possible to choose the vectors a0, b0

so that they constitute a conventional basis of the vector lattice
Tða0; b0Þ. However, it is generally impossible to choose all three
vectors a0, b0 and d as a strictly conventional basis of the scanning
group because the first two vectors must lie in the space defined
by Miller (Bravais–Miller) indices, which usually leads to a clash
with the metric conditions as they are given, for example, in Part
9 [page 735, (vi) and (vii)] of IT A (1983).

The choice of the scanning direction d as that of a vector of the
basis of the scanning group guarantees the periodicity d of the
scanning. As a result, it is sufficient to describe the scanning for a
given orientation, i.e. the sectional layer groups and orbits of
planes, only in the interval with 0 � s< 1 on the scanning line
Pþ sd. Indeed, the crystal structure of symmetry G is periodically
repeated with periodicity d in the scanning direction. The
sectional layer groups are, however, repeated in the scanning
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5. SCANNING OF SPACE GROUPS

direction with the periodicity of the translation normalizer of G.
This is identical with the periodicity of the translation normalizer
of the scanning groupH (see the examples in Section 5.2.5.1). We
recall that the translation normalizer of the space group G, as
defined by Kopský (1993b,c), is the translation subgroup of the
Cheshire group (Euclidean normalizer) of G [see Hirschfeld
(1968) and Koch & Fischer in Part 15 of IT A, 1987 edition or
later].

In the application of the convention we note the following:
Item 1. If G ¼ H for a certain orientation of planes so that this

orientation is invariant under all elements of the point groupG of
the space group G, then G ¼ H, i.e. the scanning group H coin-
cides with the original space group G.

The typical cases of this relationship are orientations (001) for
the monoclinic, orthorhombic and tetragonal groups and the
orientations (0001) for the trigonal and hexagonal groups. In
these cases, the conventional basis of the original space group G
also coincides with the conventional basis of the scanning group
H and the group H is therefore represented by the same
Hermann–Mauguin symbol as the group G.

Item 2. The conventional basis of the scanning group H may
differ from the conventional basis of the original group G even if
these groups are identical. In this case the group is generally
denoted by different Hermann–Mauguin symbols. This always
happens in the cases of monoclinic and very frequently in cases of
orthorhombic groups for other orientations than (001) because
the conventional vectors a0, b0, d of the scanning group H cannot
be made identical with the conventional basis vectors a, b, c of the
group G.
Example: Consider the space group G ¼ Pmmm (D1

2h) and the
orientations described by the Miller indices (001), (100), (010).
The scanning group H ¼ G is identical with the scanned group
and its Hermann–Mauguin symbol Pmmm is the same for all
three orientations.

If, however, the scanned group is the group G ¼ Pmma (D5
2h),

then again the scanning group H is identical with the scanned
group G for the three orientations, but the Hermann–Mauguin
symbols of the scanning group are now different: they are Pmma,
Pmcm and Pbmm for the orientations (001), (100) and (010),
respectively.

Item 3. If H � G, so that the point group H is a proper
subgroup of the point groupG, then the conventional basis of the
scanning groupH is usually different from the conventional basis
of the original group G, although the groups are equitranslational,
i.e. have the same translation subgroup. The conventional basis of
the scanning groupH in the case when H � G actually coincides
with the conventional basis of the space group G only in the cases
of the orientations (001), (100) and/or (010) if G is cubic of lattice
type P or I and henceH is tetragonal of the same lattice type. The
centring type of the scanning groupH is also frequently different
from the centring type of the original group G.

5.2.2.4. The types of scanning

It is useful to characterize various scanning tasks using the
names of the crystallographic systems of the scanned group and

of the scanning group. The scanning tables are naturally built up
from lower to higher symmetries, according to the standard
sequence of space groups. In this process, some already-consid-
ered space groups of lower crystallographic systems appear as
scanning groups for those orientations which are not invariant
under the point groupG of the scanned space group G of a higher
crystallographic system. In the first column of Table 5.2.2.1, the
crystallographic systems are listed in their usual hierarchy and to
the right of each system are listed the lower systems from which
some groups appear as scanning groups. We use terms such as
tetragonal/monoclinic scanning when a tetragonal space group G
is considered and the scanning group H is monoclinic. Simple
expressions such as orthorhombic scanning will mean that the
scanning group H is orthorhombic, to distinguish it from the
expression scanning of orthorhombic groups, which means that
the original space group G is orthorhombic. The lattice of trigonal
scanning groups in the case of cubic/trigonal scanning is always
rhombohedral as indicated in parentheses.

5.2.2.5. Orientation orbits

The point group G of the scanned group G acts on the orien-
tations defined by Miller indices ðhklÞ or Bravais–Miller indices
ðhkilÞ. The set of all orientations Vða0i; b0iÞ obtained from a given
orientation Vða01; b01Þ by the action of the elements of the groupG
is called the orientation orbit. The point group H1 � G which
leaves the orientation Vða01; b01Þ invariant is the point group of the
scanning groupH1 for this orientation. From the coset resolution

G ¼ H1 [ g2H1 [ . . . [ gpH1 ð5:2:2:2Þ
we obtain orientations of the orbit by the action of cosets on
the first orientation: Vða0i; b0iÞ ¼ giH1Vða01; b01Þ ¼ giVða01; b01Þ. In
general, the number of orientations in the orbit is equal to the
index p ¼ ½G : H1� of the subgroup H1 in G. The point group
Hi � G which leaves the orientation Vða0i; b0iÞ invariant is the
conjugate subgroup Hi ¼ giH1g

�1
i of the point group H1 in the

group G. If H1 ¼ H ¼ G, then the scanning group H is identical
with the scanned group G and the orientation orbit contains just
one orientation.

In the general case, to each orientation Vða0i; b0iÞ there corre-
sponds a scanning groupHi, conjugate to the scanning group H1.
The elements of a coset giH1 send the scanning vector d1 for the
first orientation into scanning vectors di ¼ giH1d1 ¼ gid1 for
orientations Vða0i; b0iÞ.

The set of the conjugate scanning groups Hi is obtained from
the coset resolution of the space group, which corresponds to the
coset resolution (5.2.2.2) of the point group:

G ¼ H1 [ fg2js2gH1 [ . . . [ fgpjspgH1: ð5:2:2:3Þ
The scanning groups Hi ¼ fgijsigH1fg�1

i j � g�1
i sig are related in

the same way to the respective conventional bases
ða0i; b0i; diÞ ¼ ðgia01; gib01; gid1Þ and hence they are expressed by the
same Hermann–Mauguin symbols. However, the operations in
the three-dimensional Euclidean space, which correspond to
operations gi on the vector space, often contain additional
translations si. Quite generally, the scanning for an orientation
Vða0i; b0iÞ is described in the same manner with reference to the
coordinate system ðPþ si;Vða0i; b0i; diÞÞ as the scanning for the
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Table 5.2.2.1. Various types of scanning

Triclinic

Monoclinic triclinic

Orthorhombic monoclinic triclinic

Tetragonal orthorhombic monoclinic triclinic

Trigonal orthorhombic monoclinic triclinic

Hexagonal orthorhombic monoclinic triclinic

Cubic tetragonal trigonal
(rhombohedral)

orthorhombic monoclinic triclinic
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